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I Am Amelia Earhart Ordinary People Change The World
Examines the life of pioneer aviator Amelia Earhart, who mysteriously disappeared during an around-the-world flight in 1937.
The New York Times bestselling series is now available in a box set! What makes a hero? Brad Meltzer and illustrator Christopher Eliopoulos
answer that question, one great role model at a time. And now you can buy the first four—Abraham Lincoln, Amelia Earhart, Rosa Parks, and
Albert Einstein—together in a wonderfully designed slipcase that includes an exclusive, autographed print, suitable for framing. “This is not
just a series of books,” says bestselling author Brad Meltzer. “This is my dream for my daughter. My dream for my sons. These aren’t just
the stories of famous people. They’re what we’re all capable of on our very best days. This is our history and, I hope, our greatest legacy.”
The littlest readers can learn about Albert Einstein in this board book version of the New York Times bestselling Ordinary People Change the
World biography. This friendly, fun biography series focuses on the traits that made our heroes great--the traits that kids can aspire to in order
to live heroically themselves. In this new board book format, the very youngest readers can learn about an icon in the series's signature lively,
conversational way. The short text focuses on drawing inspiration from these iconic heroes, and includes an interactive element and factual
tidbits that young kids will be able to connect with. This volume tells the story of Albert Einstein, one of the world's greatest scientists.
See how Amelia Earhart went from a little Kansas tomboy to a high-flying feminist icon Before Amelia Earhart (1897–1939) became a world-
famous pilot, she was a little tomboy from Kansas with a taste for adventure. When she visited an airfield and took a short plane ride, she
knew she had to be a pilot. She signed up for flying lessons and cropped her hair short so that the other pilots would take her seriously. She
became the first woman to make a solo flight across the Atlantic Ocean. With each flight she took and each record she broke, Amelia became
more and more of a celebrity. Her final flight was intended to be a trip around the whole world, but her plane disappeared after takeoff—and
her disappearance is still a mystery today. Inspirational, highly illustrated, and full of adventure, Amelia Earhart tells the story of the feminist
icon who changed the world of aviation. It includes a timeline, glossary, and index.
From the acclaimed author of The Great and Only Barnum—as well as The Lincolns, Our Eleanor, and Ben Franklin's Almanac—comes the
thrilling story of America's most celebrated flyer, Amelia Earhart. In alternating chapters, Fleming deftly moves readers back and forth
between Amelia's life (from childhood up until her last flight) and the exhaustive search for her and her missing plane. With incredible photos,
maps, and handwritten notes from Amelia herself—plus informative sidebars tackling everything from the history of flight to what Amelia liked
to eat while flying (tomato soup)—this unique nonfiction title is tailor-made for middle graders. Amelia Lost received four starred reviews and
Best Book of the Year accolades from School Library Journal, Kirkus Reviews, Horn Book Magazine, the Washington Post, and the New York
Times.
The story of a pilot who broke records and made history. AMELIA EARHART broke flying records, wrote best-selling books, launched a
fashion label and fought for the rights of female pilots everywhere. Her disappearance, in the midst of her attempt to circumnavigate the
globe, is one of history's greatest unsolved mysteries, and today she is remembered as not only the first female pilot to cross the Atlantic
Ocean, but for being a bold, brace and adventurous woman who fought tirelessly for what she believed. Extraordinary Lives is a bold,
inclusive biography series shining a light on modern and historical figures. Entertaining, accessible and educational, they are the perfect
introductions to these amazing people and their achievements. Collect them all! Michelle Obama Malala Yousafzai Stephen Hawking Neil
Armstrong Katherine Johnson Anne Frank Mahatma Gandhi Rosa Parks Mary Seacole Coming in 2020: Greta Thunberg Alan Turing Freddie
Mercury Serena Williams Steve Jobs Amelia Earhart Nelson Mandela
The littlest readers can learn about Jane Goodall in this board book version of the New York Times bestselling Ordinary People Change the
World biography. This friendly, fun biography series focuses on the traits that made our heroes great—the traits that kids can aspire to in order
to live heroically themselves. In this new board book format, the very youngest readers can learn about one of America's icons in the series's
signature lively, conversational style. The short text focuses on drawing inspiration from these iconic heroes, and includes an interactive
element and factual tidbits that young kids will be able to connect with. This volume tells the story of Jane Goodall, the famous
conservationist and chimpanzee expert.
She died mysteriously before she was forty. Yet in the last decade of her life Amelia Earhart soared from obscurity to fame as the best-known
female aviator in the world. She set record after record—among them, the first trans-Atlantic solo flight by a woman, a flight that launched
Earhart on a double career as a fighter for women's rights and a tireless crusader for commercial air travel. Doris L. Rich's exhaustively
researched biography downplays the “What Happened to Amelia Earhart?” myth by disclosing who Amelia Earhart really was: a woman of
three centuries, born in the nineteenth, pioneering in the twentieth, and advocating ideals and dreams relevant to the twenty-first.
Sacagawea, the only Native American included in Lewis and Clark's historic expedition, joins the inspiring list of heroes whose stories are told
in this New York Times Bestselling biography series. Sacagawea was the only girl, and the only Native American, to join Lewis and Clark's
Corps of Discovery, which explored the United States from the Mississippi River all the way to the Pacific Ocean in the early 1800s. As a
translator, she helped the team communicate with members of the Shoshone tribe across the continent, carrying her child on her back the
whole way. By the time the expedition arrived at the west coast, Sacagawea had proved that she truly was a trailblazer. This friendly, fun
biography series focuses on the traits that made our heroes great--the traits that kids can aspire to in order to live heroically themselves.
Each book tells the story of one of America's icons in a lively, conversational way that works well for the youngest nonfiction readers and that
always includes the hero's childhood influences. At the back are an excellent timeline and photos.
Uses Martin Luther King's life to teach young readers to be brave in the face of adversity.
Recounts Rosa Parks' daring effort to stand up for herself and other African Americans by helping to end segregation on public
transportation.
Describes the female pilot's childhood fascination with airplanes and interest in flying lessons before she became the first pilot to fly solo
across the Pacific Ocean.
"The series that inspired Xavier Riddle and the secret museum"--Cover.
We can all be heroes. That's the inspiring message of this New York Times Bestselling picture book biography series from historian and
author Brad Meltzer. Learn all about George Washington, America's first president. George Washington was one of the greatest leaders the
world has ever known. He was never afraid to be the first to try something, from exploring the woods around his childhood home to founding
a brand new nation, the United States of America. With his faith in the American people and tremendous bravery, he helped win the
Revolutionary War and became the country's first president. Each picture book in this series is a biography of a significant historical figure,
told in a simple, conversational, vivacious way, and always focusing on a character trait that makes the person a role model for kids. The
heroes are depicted as children throughout, telling their life stories in first-person present tense, which keeps the books playful and accessible
to young children. And each book ends with a line of encouragement, a direct quote, photos, a timeline, and a source list.
In this brilliantly imagined novel, Amelia Earhart tells us what happened after she and her navigator, Fred Noonan, disappeared off the coast
of New Guinea one glorious, windy day in 1937. And she tells us about herself. There is her love affair with flying ("The sky is flesh") . . . .
There are her memories of the past: her childhood desire to become a heroine ("Heroines did what they wanted") . . . her marriage to G.P.
Putnam, who promoted her to fame, but was willing to gamble her life so that the book she was writing about her round-the-world flight would
sell out before Christmas. There is the flight itself -- day after magnificent or perilous or exhilarating or terrifying day ("Noonan once said any
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fool could have seen I was risking my life but not living it"). And there is, miraculously, an island ("We named it Heaven, as a kind of joke").
And, most important, there is Noonan . . .
This book introduces readers to Sonia Sotomayor, the first Latina Supreme Court Justice.
This engaging biography series focuses on the traits that made our heroes great--the traits that kids can aspire to in order to live heroically
themselves. Each book tells the story of an icon in a lively, conversational way that works well for the youngest nonfiction readers. At the
back are an excellent timeline and photos. This volume features Anne Frank, whose courage and hope during a time of terror are still an
inspiration for people around the world today.
"A biography of Walt Disney with a focus on his work making dreams come true for himself and for generations of children"--
We can all be heroes. That's the inspiring message of this New York Times bestselling picture book biography series from historian and
author Brad Meltzer. This volume focuses on Jim Henson, the creator of the Muppets and Sesame Street. This friendly, fun biography series
focuses on the traits that made our heroes great--the traits that kids can aspire to in order to live heroically themselves. Jim Henson, for
example, was always dreaming up something new, and always expressing his belief in the goodness of people. Henson was a born
performer with a terrific sense of humor, and he used those talents to help create two of the most beloved programs in television history: The
Muppet Show and Sesame Street. Through his Muppets, Jim showed the world that there's nothing more beautiful than imagination,
especially when it's accompanied by laughter and kindness. Each book in this series tells the story of one inspiring individual through lively
text and art that works well for the youngest nonfiction readers. At the back are an excellent timeline and photos.
The first woman to win a Nobel Prize, physicist and chemist Marie Curie is the 19th hero in the New York Times bestselling picture book
biography series about heroes. This friendly, fun biography series focuses on the traits that made our heroes great--the traits that kids can
aspire to in order to live heroically themselves. Each book tells the story of one of America's icons in a lively, conversational way that works
well for the youngest nonfiction readers and that always includes the hero's childhood influences. At the back are an excellent timeline and
photos. Being a woman scientist in the 19th century meant Marie Curie faced plenty of obstacles, but she never let them dull her love of
science and passion for learning.
The littlest readers can learn about Amelia Earhart in this board book version of the New York Times bestselling Ordinary People Change the
World biography. This friendly, fun biography series focuses on the traits that made our heroes great--the traits that kids can aspire to in order
to live heroically themselves. In this new board book format, the very youngest readers can learn about one of America's icons in the series's
signature lively, conversational way. The short text focuses on drawing inspiration from these iconic heroes, and includes an interactive
element and factual tidbits that young kids will be able to connect with. This volume tells the story of Amelia Earhart, the famous pilot.
"This picture book biography follows Frida Kahlo's start as an artist and how she integrated her unique way of looking at the world into her
art"--
The littlest readers can learn about Abraham Lincoln in this board book version of the New York Times bestselling Ordinary People Change
the World biography. This friendly, fun biography series focuses on the traits that made our heroes great--the traits that kids can aspire to in
order to live heroically themselves. In this new board book format, the very youngest readers can learn about one of America's icons in the
series's signature lively, conversational style. The short text focuses on drawing inspiration from these iconic heroes, and includes an
interactive element and factual tidbits that young kids will be able to connect with. This volume tells the story of Abraham Lincoln, America's
sixteenth president.
Uses Rosa Parks's life to teach young readers to always stand up for what is right.
The famous Renaissance artist and inventor Leonardo da Vinci is the twentieth hero in the New York Times bestselling picture
book biography series. This friendly, fun biography series focuses on the traits that made our heroes great--the traits that kids can
aspire to in order to live heroically themselves. Each book tells the story of an icon in a lively, conversational way that works well
for the youngest nonfiction readers and that always includes the hero's childhood influences. At the back are an excellent timeline
and photos. This book features Leonardo da Vinci, the Renaissance artist and inventor.
Fans of the "New York Times"-bestselling series can find out what makes a hero with the puzzles, mazes, quizzes, and brain-
busting challenges in this interactive activity book that comes with more than 25 stickers. Full color. Consumable.
I Am Amelia EarhartDial Books for Young Readers
Gandhi's peaceful revolution is the focus of this picture book, part of the inspiring New York Times bestselling biography series
about heroes. As a young man in India, Gandhi saw firsthand how people were treated unfairly. Refusing to accept injustice, he
came up with a brilliant way to fight back through quiet, peaceful protest. He took his methods with him from South Africa back to
India, where he led a nonviolent revolution that freed his country from British rule. Through his calm, steady heroism, Gandhi
changed everything for India and inspired civil rights movements all over the world, proving that the smallest of us can be the most
powerful. This friendly, fun biography series focuses on the traits that made our heroes great--the traits that kids can aspire to in
order to live heroically themselves. Each book tells the story of one of America's icons in a lively, conversational way that works
well for the youngest nonfiction readers and that always includes the hero's childhood influences. At the back are an excellent
timeline and photos.
Presents the life of the first female pilot to fly solo across the Atlantic Ocean, who mysteriously disappeared in 1937 while
attempting to fly around the world.
An adventure-filled retelling based on an episode from the PBS KIDS television series Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
starring Harriet Tubman. Based on the children's book series Ordinary People Change the World by New York Times bestselling
author Brad Meltzer and illustrator Christopher Eliopoulos, the series introduces kids to inspiring historical figures and the
character virtues that helped them succeed. Brad, Xavier, and Yadina need help deciding who the best superhero ever was.
Luckily, Berby and the Secret Museum know just where to send them: back in time to meet Harriet Tubman, one of the leaders of
the Underground Railroad. This episode-based 8x8 will focus on the traits that made our heroes great--the traits that kids can
aspire to in order to live heroically themselves.
"The story of Helen Keller, who learned to read and write despite being deaf and blind, and became an activist who fought for the
rights of disabled people"--
"We can all be heroes" is the message of this picture-book biography series from #1 New York Times Bestselling author Brad
Meltzer. ?Kids always search for heroes, so we might as well have a say in it,” Brad Meltzer realized, and so he envisioned this
friendly, fun approach to biography?for his own kids, and for yours. Each book tells the story of one of America's icons in a
vivacious, conversational way that works well for the youngest nonfiction readers, those who aren't quite ready for the Who Was
biography series. Each book focuses on a particular character trait that made that role model heroic. For example, Lucille Ball
could make any situation funny. By making people around the world laugh, she proved that humor can take on anything. This
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engaging series is the perfect way to bring American history to life for young children, providing them with the right role models,
supplementing Common Core learning in the classroom, and best of all, inspiring them to strive and dream.
The littlest readers can learn about Jane Goodall in this board book version of the New York Timesbestselling Ordinary People Change the
World biography. This friendly, fun biography series focuses on the traits that made our heroes great--the traits that kids can aspire to in order
to live heroically themselves. In this new board book format, the very youngest readers can learn about one of America's icons in the series's
signature lively, conversational style. The short text focuses on drawing inspiration from these iconic heroes, and includes an interactive
element and factual tidbits that young kids will be able to connect with. This volume tells the story of Jane Goodall, the famous
conservationist and chimpanzee expert.
In 1937, Amelia Earhart vanished while trying to become the first woman to fly around the globe. Today, experts search for clues to what
happened-- but Earhart's legacy as a pioneering woman pilot is greater than the mystery surrounding her disappearance. You may know
Amelia Earhart as one of history's most beloved aviators, but did you know she grew up playing football and studied automobile-engine
repair? This clear and concise picture book biography with bright, colorful illustrations follows brave Amelia throughout her inspiring lifetime.
From her first plane ride, on Christmas Day in 1920, to her famous flight across the Atlantic Ocean in 1928, Amelia's life took on new purpose
when she discovered her love of flying. She later became the first person to fly alone across both the Atlantic and Pacific oceans, and had
many other adventures that brought her to places like Hawaii and Mexico. In 1937, Amelia vanished while attempting to fly around the world.
Her mysterious disapperance and incredible life story have fascinated the world ever since. This entry in Adler's well-known series includes a
timeline, author's note, and bibliography. Repackaged paperback edition has an updated cover. For almost thirty years, David Adler’s Picture
Book Biography series has profiled famous people who changed the world. Colorful, kid-friendly illustrations combine with Adler’s “expert
mixtures of facts and personality” (Booklist) to introduce young readers to history through compelling biographies of presidents, heroes,
inventors, explorers, and adventurers. These books are ideal for first and second graders interested in history, or who need reliable sources
for school book reports.
Describes a youth's breakdown and recovery and how it affects his family.
Follows Abraham Lincoln from his childhood to the presidency, showing how he spoke up about fairness and eventually led the country to
abolish slavery.
We can all be heroes. That's the inspiring message of this New York Times bestselling picture book biography series from historian and
author Brad Meltzer. Learn all about Jane Goodall, the chimpanzee scientist. Each picture book in this series is a biography of a significant
historical figure, told in a simple, conversational, vivacious way, and always focusing on a character trait that makes the person a role model
for kids. The heroes are depicted as children throughout, telling their life stories in first-person present tense, which keeps the books playful
and accessible to young children. And each book ends with a line of encouragement, a direct quote, photos, a timeline, and a source list. This
tenth book in the series features Jane Goodall, the scientist and conservationist who is famous for her work with chimpanzees.
Presents the life of the world-renowned German scientist, describing how his life-long curiosity and ability to question accepted theories led
him to develop his famous theory of relatvitiy and win the Noble Prize for Physics.
Meet four inspiring female heroes from the New York Times bestselling Ordinary People Change the World series in this high-quality box set.
This friendly, fun biography series focuses on the traits that made our heroes great--the traits that kids can aspire to in order to live heroically
themselves. Each book tells the story of one of America's icons in a lively, conversational way that works well for the youngest nonfiction
readers and that always includes the hero's childhood influences. At the back are an excellent timeline and photos. This box set features four
heroic women--Amelia Earhart, Harriet Tubman, Jane Goodall, and Sacagawea--each of whom changed the world in her own unique way.
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